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Delermining Copyright Slolus
for Preservolion ond Access:
Defining Reosonoble Effort

Somuel Demos ond Jennie [. Blogdon

Ahematioe proced.ures were inaestigated for d.etennining the copyright
status of brittle monographs to be scanned a.s part of the national preserca-
tion plan for agricultural sci,ences literature. Copgright searches uere con-
ductecl both in Washington in the files of the tJ.S. Copyright Office and at
ComeII Unioersity in the printed Catalog of Copyright Entries (CCE).
Results uere comp&red to deterrnine the most fficient procedure. Search
procedures (aoeraging 7 minutes per title) in the CCE uere 97Vo in agree-
ment ooerall uith the results obtainedfrom considerably more tirne consum-
ing (13 minutes per title) searching at the Copyright Office. CCE searches
uere 700Vo in agreement conceminginstances of renewal of copyright. Thls
finding calls into question the assumption that it is necessary to conduct wch
searches at considerable cost in the complex files of the Copyright Office.
The resuhing CCE search procedure is suggested as a standard. of reasonable
ffirt for copyright searching, uhich demanstrates a legally resporxible
reasonable ffirt to respect the rights of copyright hold.ers uhile adoancing
presertsation aims and. conoerting carefullg selected print materials to build
the dtgttallibrary.

r
Lribrarians hope to reformat large num-
bers of books in the coming decades to
preserve and enhance access to a selected
part of the published record. Some por-
tion of the existing printed record in each
discipline will be selected for scanning to
become part of the emerging digital li-
brary and some portion will be selected
for conversion to less flexible. but more
stable formats for preservation purposes.

Similarly, a portion of the record-both
print and digital-wil be privileged by
selection for digital archiving. By and
large, current selection methodologies for
this mammoth task are primitive, dis-
jointed, serendipitous, and opportunistic.
Regardless of the selection methods used
and the technologies employed for con-
verting books and making copies of them,
this multi-generational challenge of
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building the &gital librarywill involve an
immense task in copyright clearance for
U.S. works published in the past 75 years.
To conduct large-scale conversion pro-
jects, librarians will need cost-effective,
legally responsible procedures for deter-
mining the copyright status of works, ffnd-
ing the address of copyright owners of
materials still protected, and seeking per-
mission to make and distribute multiple
coPres.

A curious lack of systematic investiga-
tion of these tasks by the library commu-
nity has effectively stymied large-scale li-
brary-based efforts to presewe brittle
U.S. books and joumals published in the
past 75 years and that may therefore still
be protected by copyright. While private
sector enterprises such as UMI have es-
tablished successful copyright permis-
sions mechanisms, most library preserva-
tion projects are carefully designed to
avoid the issue by largely ignoring U.S.
imprints published after 1920. The li-
brary, publishing, and author communi-
ties must eventually come to agreement
on a set of procedures that will allow li-
braries to proceed responsibly with the
preservation of deteriorating twentieth
century U.S. publications. To that end, we
propose a procedure for the ftrst steps in
any copyright investigation: determining
the copyright status of a work and, ifthe
work is still under copyright protection,
fin&ng the address of the copyright owner
listed in the copyright registration.

In the course of preserving the core
historical literature of the agricultural sci-
ences for the time period from 1860 to
1950. librarians at the A]bert R. Mann
Library, Cornell University, conducted a
pilot project to develop scalable, cost-
effective, and legally defensible proce-
dures for determining the copyright status
of U.S. monographs published between
1920 and 1950. The 1950 cutoffdate cor-
responds to the parameters ofthe body of
literature selected for conversion. Proce-
dures for searching monographs publish-
ed between 1950 and 1978 are not speciff -
callytreated in this paper, though they are
very similar to those for works published
between 1920 and 1950. The procedures
developed in this project are presented

here as a standard ofreasonable effort for
use by the library community in national
cooperative presewation efforts.

IonrrrrrtrNc aND PRESERVTNG CoRE
HrsronrcAl Lrrnnmunr

The copyright investigation that is de-
scribed here was an outgrowth ofa project
conducted at the Mann Librarvto identifu
and preserve the Core Histoiical Litera-
ture of the Agricultural Sciences. Gwinn
(1993) identi{ied the broad heritage
groups ofagricultural literature, which in-
cluded various publications that were
both in and out ofcopyright. At the heart
ofthis national heritage literature was the
Core Historical Literature of the Agricul-
tural Sciences. which constituted the most
significant scholarly books andjournals in
the {ield.

The core project at the Mann Library
was conducted from 1988 to 1993 to iden -
tify speci{ic titles that constituted this
core; that project, titled the Core Agricul-
tural Literature Project, was &rected by
Wallace C. Olsen. The selection of titles
in this project involved citation analpis of
the literature coupled with an evaluation
of the resulting lists by panels of experts
in each of seven disciplines. Over 600
scientists and scholars worldwide partici-
pated in the evaluation of the lists. The
methodolog' for selecting both the con-
temporary (post-1950) andhistoric (1860-
1950) literature was developed by Olsen
with funds from the Rockefeller Founda-
tion, the Cornell Agricultural Experiment
Station, and the National Agricultural Li-
brary. The bibliographies that resulted
from this project were published by the
Cornell UniversiW Press in a seven-vol-
ume set, The Literature of the Agriatl-
tural Sciences, Wallace C. Olsen, Series
Editor.

In each volume, the literature ofa spe-
cilic discipline is analyzed and evaluated.
Each volume includes a chapter that lists
the historical monographs and serials
given top priority for preservation by the
panels. For a discussion of the selection
method that was used, see Olsen (199I);
Thompson and Hall (1992); and Murphy
and Wright (1993). The seven disciplines
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TABLE I.
Cons Hrsronrcel LrreneruRE oFTHE AcnrcuLruneI, Sclexcss. 1860-1950

Discipline Monograph Titles fournal Tides

Agricultural Engineering

Animal Science

Crop Improvement and Protection

Food Science and Human Nutrition

Forestry

Soils

TOTAL

676

625

t,074

572

349

414

4,494

42
72
8t

38
47
27

339

7r8
697

1,r55

610
390
MI

4,833

and a count of the core historical mono-
graphs and serials are presented in table
1 .

Thus. within the wider framework of
the national preservation plan outlined by
Gwinn (1993), Mann Library has ac-
cepted responsibility for preserving this
Core Historical Literature, which in-
cludes 4,833 titles in over 18,000 volumes.
The premise of the current project is that
selection for preservation must systemati-
cally address the literature of disciplines,
rather than focus on the holdings ofspe-
cific libraries (Demas 1994).

The entire corpus will be reformatted
in three forms: paper facsimiles, archival
microfilm, and digital files. Where possi-
ble, existing microfilm will be scanned,
and tides not yet filmed are being
scanned. Raster computer output micro-
film will then be produced from the digi-
tal files.

A key goal ofthis project is the not-for-
profit digital distribution of the complete
heritage literature to land grant and other
interested libraries. In this way, the entire
Core Historical Literature will be pre-
served in one project and all libraries can
share the results. This coordinated ap-
proach will allow other agricultural librar-
ies to target their limited preservation re-
sources to other parts ofthe literature.

Scanning and distributing copyrighted
materials require that permission be ob-
tainedr therdfore, it is- essential first to
determine whether or not a work is copy-
righted. While the potential market for

and expected revenues from all but avery
few pre-1950 copyrighted works is small,
the law grants copyright holders the exclu-
sive right to make multiple copies of their
works. A successful national presewation
effort, however, will involve making mul-
tiple copies of protected works, and will
therefore require negotiations with
authors and publishers for certain rights
in the use of digital or microfilm copies.
We believe these &scussions should be
informed by empirical data and system-
atic investigation, and hence, we initiated
this pilot project.

How ro DETEnMTNE
Copvmcnr Surus

Generally speaking, books published
prior to the Copyright Act of 1976 re-
ceived an initial 28-year copyright and
could be renewed for an ad&tional 47
years, for a total of 75 years of copyright
protection (Oakley 1990). (This is an over-
simplification of the laq but an accurate
statement nonetheless. No attempt is
made here to provide detailed explana-
tions ofthe copynght law. Readers inter-
ested in the nuances and complexities of
copyright law are encouraged to read
Oakley (1990), which provides an excel-
lent overview of the copyright law in rela-
tion to preservation.) A copyright search
is necessary to determine whether a work
was ever registered for copyright, and, if
so, whether the copyright was ever re-
newed. According to a 196l Copynght
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Office report, 90.5Vo of copynghts on all
{brms of materials copyrighted during the
study period were not renewed (Guinan
1961). In this same study, the renewal rate
on the subset of copyrighted books and
pamphlets was {bund to be only 4.L7o. So
while permissions must be sought on only
a fiaction ofthe titles, how does one iden-
tifythe speci{ic titles still copyrighted, and
how does one find the names and ad-
dresses of the copyright owners?

Oakley'.s (1990) detailed analysis of the
U.S. copyright scheme and its relation to
preservation, and his thoughtful discus-
sion of possible solutions were extremely
useful in understanding the broader con-
text of the problem we {'aced. However.
Oakley ofl'eied little guidance on the spe-
cific issue of how best to determine copy-
right status on a large body ofworks.

The U.S. Copynight Oflice (1994, p.3)
recommends three methods of determin-
ing copyright status:

1. Examine a copy of the work {br such
elements as a copyright notice, place
and date of publication.

2. Make a search of the Copyright Office
catalogs and other records; or

3. Have the Copy'right Oflice make a
search for you.

Copyright investigations often involve
more than one of these methods.

It is f'urther explained that copyright
searches can be conducted in the records
housed in the Copyright Office and in the
printed Catalog of Copyright Entries
(CCE). The CCE, sold bythe Government
Printing Oflice and held in many U.S. librar-
ies (including Cornell University), is an
authoritative record ofcopyrights. This tool
seemed ideal {br the pulposes of our pres-
ervation project. However, the introductory
instructions in the article are immediately
fbllowed with the caution that "Even if you
fbllow all three approaches, the results may
not be conclusive" (Library of Congress
rsea, p.3).

It was unclear to us from the instruc-
tions under what circumstances searching
the CCE was an acceptable alternative to
searching the catalogs and other records
located in Washington, and we were puz-
zled by the caveat that even after trying all
three approaches the results may not be

conclusive. Phone calls to the Copyright
Office revealed a strange przzle: no one
could (or would) say that it was acceptable
to search only the CCE lor pulposes of
determining copyright status on mono-
graphs published between 1920 and 1950.
There appeared to be no evidence forth-
coming from the Copyright Office on
which to base a clear and authoritative
rulingonthe reliabilityof the CCE forour
purposes (i.e., whether it was comprehen-
sive enough to serve as a sole source for
copyright-status searches). We soon dis-
covered that Oakley (f990, p.la) reflects
the common wisdom on procedures for
determining copyright status:

lW]orks published prior to 1915 can be
presumed to be in the public domain.
Similarly, works published a{ier 1978 can
be presumed to be protected. For works
published between those dates, sorrc re-
search at the Copyri.ght Office i.s li.kehl to
be necessary to determine whether the
work was registered, by whom, and
whether or not it was renewed. (emphasis
added)
Some context for this quotation is im-

portant: 1915 is 75 years before 1990, the
date of Oakley's report. What Oakley
meant, in more general terms, is that
works published more than 75 years ago-
the duration of copyright protection {br
published works-are in the public do-
main. For example, on January 1, 1995, we
can safely assume that works published
before January 1, 1920 are in the public
domain.

A literature search turned up no pub-
Iications on procedures for determining
copyright status on a large scale. Phone
inquiries to colleagues in the preservation
community vielded little in the way o[
practical guidance Ibr determining copy-
right status and indicated considerable
uncertainty about the topic. Given the
general uncertainty surroun&ng what
constitutes a su{Iicient copyright search
and a reasonable ef{brt, Oakley suggested
in a February I, 1994 phone intewiew
with us that at the beginning of a project
such as ours contingency {unds be set
aside lbr the pulpose"of s'ettling claims if
we wrongly assumed that copp'ight had
lapsed on a title scanned {br distribution.
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We werent sure how to proceed. Sending
a staff member to Washington to searcf,
thousands of titles in the complex files of
the Copyright Offtce seemed an unrea-

consuming. We concluded that while it
seemed likely to us that one could reliably
determine whether a work is protected by
copyright without research at the Copy-
right Offtce in Washington, D.C., it
seemed imprudent to rely on the CCE
alone,without strong evidence to support
this decision. In vierv ofthe size and-na-
tional sc'eps 6f our project, we felt obliged
to take a l-egally scirpulous course, cleirly
demonstrating reasonable effort to com-
plywith the liw. In the absence of a stand-
ard ofreasonable effort specifring the na-
ture and extent of a reasonable and
sufficient copyright search for our pur-
po,ses, we decided to develop one our-
selves.

To address the issue empirically, we
conducted our own careful itudv of the
problem by devising a pilot project, con-
ducted in 1994, with the following objec-
tives:

l. Obtain estimate of the percentage of
titles which remain under copyright
protection;

2. Find the most efficient and legally
sufficient procedures for:

a. determining copyright status of U.S.
monographs published between 1920
and 1950. and

b. finding the names and addresses of
copyright holders; and

3. Assess the level of effort and cost

METHoD

SAMPLE

The materials selected for the project in-
cluded a total of 4,494monographii Utles.
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Of these, 42Vo were published before
1920, are now in the public domain, and
were excluded from the study. The re-
maining 2,608 monographs published be-
tween 1920 and 1950 were the focus of
our investigation. A random sample of 370
titles from agricultural economics and ru-
ral sociolory was selected for intensive,
comparative copyright searching to deter-
mine the optimal search procedures.

SEARCHING BecxcnouNp

The method employed in this pilot inves-
tigation was to search each ofthe 370 tides
twice: {irst at Cornell in the published
CCE, and then in the various catalogs and
registers located in the Copyright bfffce
itself. A careful comparison of the results
of both searches would reveal the ade-

The searched lists were then sent to Brog-
don for extensive searching at the Copy-
right Of{ice. The search -Ethods ,tr"d irt
each approach are outlined below.

PRELIMINARY SEARCHING rN THE Punltsueo

CCE Ar Conxrr,l

The CCE is available in printed form to
1979. Since then it has been issued in
microliche and online. The CCE is di-
vided into parts according to the classes of
works registered; for the publications in
this study, the class was "Books." Each
volume of the CC.O contains entries for
registrations made during a particular
year, with the renewals in a separate sec-
tion.

Works in the study could have been
copyrighted at any time during the first 28
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years. However, for this preliminary
searching, the author and title were
searched in the CCE onlE for the year of
publication, the rationale being tlrat the
subsequent 27 years could be searched
faster in the copyright card catalogs. Later
comparison of the local search results with
those at the Copyright Office revealed
how often works are registered late (i.e.,
after publication), and how much later.

If the work was located, the copyright
number was recorded and a search was
made for a renewal in the volume 28 years
after the date ofthe copyright. Lists were
annotated to show whether a work had
been copyrighted and renewed, or copy-
righted but not renewed, or whether no
entry was found at all.

Sne.ncnrrc CopyRrcHT RECoRDS AT THE
Copvnrcur OnnIcn
The ftles searched at the Copyright Office
to determine copyright status were:

1. copyright card catalogs through 1977,
2. an online catalog of records created

from 1978 forward.
3. the official copyright registers, and
4. the assignment files.

In addition, for titles determined to
have been renewed, the renewal applica-
tions were searched for addresses ofcopy-
right holders. Time spent searching re-
newal applications was subtracted from
total searching time to make it compara-
ble with time spent searching the CCE.

The copyright card catalogs are di-
vided into the time periods 1898 to 1937,
1938 to 1945, 1946 to 1954, 1955 to 1970,
and 1971 to 1977. The 1898 to 1937 cata -

log is divided into author (with some titles
included) and claimant (copyright holder)
files. All other catalogs combine entries
for author(s), titles, and institutions
(which includes publishers). The author
cards are filed ftrst, followed by titles and
institution cards. Each card contains the
copynght registration number for the
work, date of registration, and the claim-
ant's name. Reference staff at the Copy-
right Office stated that all possible bibli-
ographic entry points should be searched;
i.e., author(s), title, and institution.

The of{icial coppght register is ar-
ranged by copyright number and by vari-

ous time periods. If a copyright is re-
newed, the renewal number is added to
the original record. The register must be
searched to verifi that a copyright was not
renewed.

The assignment ftles contain informa-
tion on transfer ofcopyright. There is an
assignor catalog for 1870 to August 15,
1941, assignor/assignee catalog for August
16,194I to L977 and a title catalog for
1928 to 1977. Because there is no legal
requirement for reporting transfers, these
files are not complete.

REsuLTs

Analysis of the results of the two search
processes is divided into two parts: deter-
mining copynght status of monographs,
and se"curlng addt"rre. ofcopyrighl hbld-

DBre nurxrNc Copvntcnr Srerus or
MONOGRAPHS

The results of searching performed in the
records of the Copyright Office are sum-
marized in table 2.

We found that of the 370 titles in the
sample, 24Vo were never registered for
copyright, 58Vo were copyrighted but not
."tt"*6d, and ISvo werd-copyrighted and
renewed. For the 68 tides still protected,
we assume that permission must be
sought to scan and distribute them. Con-
u"ri"ly, 82Vo ofthetitles are in the public
domain and may be reformatted and dis-
tributed without further concern about

the I940s).
The 68 titles renewed constiiie 24Vo

of the subset of 283 titles that were origi-
nally registered for copyright (370 minus
the 87 that were never copyrighted), com-
pared with the Copyrighf OTIice {inding
(Library of Congress 1994) of a 4.L7o re-
newal rate for books and pamphlets. We
believe the discrepancy be'tween out find-
ings and those of the Copyright Office
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TABLE 2

CopyRrcHT STATUS oF SAMpLE Monocnepus puBr,rsHeo 1920-1950.

Time
Period No

Never Copyrighted

# V o

Cop)ry'ight md Not
Renewed

# V o

Copyright md Renewed

# V o

1920-29

1930-39

1940-49

1950

TOTAL

17g

99

82

10

J  ' T '

2L

z l

24:

30
24

r23
59

30
o

2I5

t9
l o

32

4

68

69
60
. 5 1

30
58

J '

z t

20

d

87

115
l3

39
40
18

study can be explained by two factors.
l. The Copyright Office data lumps two

separate categories, pamphlets and
books, into one renewal category. It
is entirely possible that the r-enewal
rate on pamphlets is considerably
lower than thit ofbooks alone.

We believe the results obtained in
searching the records of the Copyright
Office are authoritative. Searchine ;as
conducted in strict accordance wit-h the
instructions of the staff of the Copyright
Oflice by a highly experienced, metl"c,r-
lous libiary piofessioiral. A total of 8I
hours of professional search time was
spent determining the copyr.ight status of
370 monographs,-an aveiagJof t3 mln-
utes per title.

Initial searching at Cornell on the
same set of titles wi conducted by a com-
bination ofstudent assistants urrd pr"r"r-
vation technicians. A total of3l hoirs was
spent in preliminary searching at Cornell
ol,the CCE, an average of 5 minutes per
title.

Comparing the initial search results
for the sime 3.-70 titles in the print CCE at
Cornell with the results obtained at the

procedural changes were implemented
and the searches- showing dis'crepancies

were repeated in the CCE, we found a
97Eo agreement overall between the re-
sults obtained in searching at the Copy-
right Offfce and those obt'ained in CICE

3. what we learned in the process and
how we adjusted searching proce-
dures on the basis ofthis exferience.

Discrepancies in the initial search re-
sults were found in 227o of the cases (81
of 370 titles). The CCE search was re-
peated for each of these 81 titles by a
presewation technician experienced in
bibliographic searching to determine
whether the correct information was actu-
ally included in the CCE and to account
for each discrepancy in search results.

Discrepancies were categorized, and
each case and category ofdiscrepancy was
studied to determine whether and how it

12 discrepancies in searching were deter-
mined either to be uncorrectable or to
take such an extreme effort to correct as
to be unreasonable (see table 4). Note that
two categories of discrepancies (pam-
phlets and author problems) appear on
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TABLE 3

SsencHrNc DrscnnpeNcres-Eesrrv CoRRECTED.

Year Year
Earlier Later

# V o # V o

Human
Error Pamphlets

# V o # V o

Serials

# V o

Author
Problems

# V o

TOTAL

# V o

Copyright

Renewals

TOTAL

0 0
2 9 8

2 9 8

2 0 5
0 0

2 0 5

36 10
3 3 9

69 19

10

T4

J

1

4

J

0

J

I

0
I

2
0

2

I

0
I

u.5

0.0

0.5

0.3
0.0

0.3

both tables 3 and 4, indicating that certain
types of problems in these categories are
easilv correctable, while others are not.

Table 3 presents those categories of
search discrepancies where a second
search of the CCE yielded correct infor-
mation. Thus, the information found in
the Copyright Office was found to be in
the CCE, and could be located with rea-
sonable and affordable procedural
changes. Discrepancies are divided into
two categories: those conceminginforma-
tion about original copyright, and those
concerning information about renewal of
copyright. Frequency of occurrence of
each discrepancy is expressed as a per-
centage of the 370 tides searched.

Ofthe 69 correctable discrepancies, 36
(lOVo of all searches conducted) con-
cerned the determination of original
copyright, and 33 (9Vo) concemed
whether or not the original copyright on a
title was renewed.

The two largest categories, "Year Ear-
lier" and "Year Later," are easily reme-
died. In searching at the Copyright Office
it was found that in 29 cases. renewals
(l3%o of all renewals) were registered in
the 27th year after copynght rather than
the 28th year. Similarly, 20 titles were
found to have been registered for copy-
right a year later than the date appearing
on the publication. These combined 49
cases (607o ofall &screpancies) are easily
corrected by changing CCE search proce-
dures to accommodate early renewal and
late registration (i.e., by searching for
copyright a year later than date ofpubli-
cation, and by searching for renewals on
the 27th and 28th year after registration).
This change added about one minute per

title to the CCE search procedure.
Human error was found to be the

source of 14 discrepancies in search re-
sults (47o of all searches), with l0 ofthese
instances occurrinq in relation to the de-
termination of ori-ginal copyright rather
than renewal. These errors included over-
sight (due, we believe, to the use ofinsuf-
ficiently experienced student searchers)
and spelling errors on the lists from which
r"*"h". w6re conducted (correctable by
searching from the book in hand). We are
conftdent that searching from the book in
hand and using only highly experienced
searchers would correct these errors.

Six discrepancies were due either to
searching in fhe wrong class of materials
in the CCE (i.e., Utles weren't recognized
as pamphlets rather than books) or to
searching under the wrong author head-
ing. We discovered that these discrepan-
ciJs can be corrected by using only highly
experienced searchers. As an ad&tional
safeguard, we also revised the searching
procedure to include a review of the
searching results by a librarian highly ex-
perienced in bibliographic searching.
This change required complete double
checks of searching on possible renewal of
titles with complicated authors (e.g., cor-
porate entries) and utles that might possi-
bly be pamphlets or parts of a serial. The
addition ofthese checks by a professional
librarian added another minute per title
on average.

Table 4 summarizes those categories of
discrepancies where the "correct" infor-
mation either was not included in the
CCE, or where {inding it would necessi-
tate procedural changes that would take
work well beyond what could be consid-
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TABLE 4

SeencHrNc DTSCREPANCTES-UNAVOTDABLE oR Nor WonrH EFFoRT.

2 or More Yean
Iater

# V o

Pamphlets

# V o

Author Problems
Unexplained

# V o # V o Vo

Copyright

Renewals

TOTAL

0 0

o

J

0
J

J

0
J

l2
0
12

0.8

0.0

0.8

0 8
0.0
0.8

0.8
0.0
0.8

0.8
0.0
0.8

3.2
0.0

3.2

ered reasonable effort.
Searching at the Copyright Office

identilied 3 Etles out of th6 376 that were
registered for copyright two or more years
alter the date of publication. We had been
wamed by the Copyright Offfce staff that
awork published in this time frame (1920
to 1950) could be registered at any time
within 28 years of its lubhcation. SLarch-
ing through 28 annual volumes of the
CCE for a yield of less thar LVo (none of
which, it turns out, was later renewed) is
beyond the level of effort that can be
reasonably expected in determining copy-
right status.

For reasons we could not fathom.
three titles turned out to be registered as
pamphlets, although they did not fit any
normal delinition of a pamphlet. Simi-
larly, three titles were fogsiered under
author entries which could not reasonably
be anticipated (e.g., one title was entered
under the name of the publisher). Three
other titles ("Unexplained") were found
to be copyrighted by searching the various
files atihe-Copyrrght Offic; but there
was no registration found under any entry
we tried in the CCE. This latter category
seems to be a measure of the actual dis-
crepancy in information contained in the
CCE and that held in the ftles of the
Copyright O ffice: 0.8Vo.

high degree of accuracy and agreement
found in the various records, p'"Ulirn"a
and unpublished, of the Copyright Offfce.

Thus, a final overall aqreement in

search results was achieved ing7%o of all
titles searched by our revised search pro-
cedures, and, IOOVo agreement in the case
of renewals. None of the discrepancies
resulting from the 37o of anomalous cases
concerned actual renewal, and therefore
would not affect anyone's copy rights.

The revisions we made to the CCE
search procedure raised costs somewhat by:

l. requiring the use of more experi-
enced search staff-

2. adding a professional staff review of
results, and

3. adding a few more search points (e.g.,
a year earlier and a year later).

With these changes the average search
time for determining copyright status by
searching the CCE increased from 5 to 7
minutes per title.

Sncunrxc ADDRESSES oF CoPyRIGHT
Horonns

The addresses of copyright holders are
found onlv in the renewal records located
in the Copyright Of{ice and are not in-
cluded in the CCE. Addresses for the
copyright holders were obtained from re-
newal applications for the original works
or renewal applications for later works by
the same claimant if such were located in
the online file. A number of these latter
applications were filed by heirs of the
original claimants. Finding and transcrib-
ing addresses took an average of5 minutes
per title. The addresses on the renewal
applications ranged from 7947 to 1994
with half being 20 years or older. Only
lTVo ofthe addresses foundwere from the
period 1990-94.
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CoNcr.uslotrls

Searching the same set of materials in
both the widely available CCE and the
Iiles located in the U.S. Copyright Office
indicates a97Eo agreement in results be-
tween the two. Careful analysis of the
discrepancies reveals that none ofthe dif-
ferences involves the question of renewal
of copyright. Thus our investigation dem-
onstrates that the CCE is I007o accurate
(compared with the ffles of the Copyright
Offfce) in recording copyright renewals
for agricultural sciences monographs. In a
sense, this Iinding simply confirms the
statement that "The CCE is in effect the
Card Catalog published in book form (and
since 1979 in microffche), but it may con-
tain more comprehensive information
and should be consulted in problematic
searches" (LibraryofCongress 1993, p. 2).
But it goes beyond this to provide solid
data on which to base a procedure for
efffcient copyright searching on large
numbers of monographs in other disci-
plines as well. While there may well be
variations by &scipline in the rate of re-
newal of copyright, it seems highly un-
likely that the degree of accuracy of the
CCE as an official record of copyright
information will vary by discipline.

We believe this studv clearlv estab-
lishes that one can reliabiv determine the
copyright status of booki published be-
fore 1950 without travehng to Washing-
ton, or contracting with the Copyright Of-
fice or a commercial search company to
undertake time-consuming searches in
the complex liles of the Copyright Offfce.
A standard ofreasonable effort in this area
must rely on authoritative and widely
available sources, such as the CCE, the
official published record ofthe Copyright
Oflice. It must also be based on a large
enough sample to take into account vary-
ing situations. Our l4Vo sample repre-
sented the range of problems encoun-
tered in the monographs of the core
historical literature of agricultural sci-
ences. With a linding of 1007o agreement
in renewal searches in the CCE and9Tvo
agreement overall, we assert that the CCE
is an authoritative source for determining
the copyright status of monographs pub-

lished before 1950. The procedure de-
tailed in Appendix A is presented as a
generalizable standard of reasonable ef-
fort for libraries to use in determining the
copyright status of books.

By spending an average of 7 minutes
per title searchlng locally*in the CCE, we
were able to replicate the results ofnearly
twice the time searching in the Copyright
Oflice. (If the CCE from 1920 to 1978
were made available online, searching
time could be reduced considerably and
access to the CCE improved.) We deter-
mined that lSVo of the sample are still
copyrighted. Thus a fairly modest local
searching effort reduced the size of our
copynghl permissions problem by 82Vo.
Assuming this is a reliable estimate of the
percentage of core historical agriculture
monographs still under copyright, we now
face the challenge ofcontacting copyright
holders and securing permissions for the
approximately 469 titles (l8%o of 2,608
monographs published between 1920 and
1950) that are still protected.

We hope these ftn&ngs will help to
alleviate some ofthe confusion about how
to proceed with sptematic preservation
of brittle books published in the past 75
years, and with scanning of older materi-
als for inclusion in digital libraries. How-
ever, this is only one of many copyright
and preservation issues in need of clarifi-
cation. Ulfimately the Copyright Office
may decide to issue guidelines on copy-
right and preservation, or Congress may
amend the copynght law. In any case, such
guidelines or statutory changes will stem
from &scussions among the legal, library,
author, and publishing communities. We
believe verifrable r"ritltr fro* carefully
constructed pilot projects are needed to
inform these negotiations. Hard data from
systematic libraf and publisher investiga-
tions of the issues will help keep this es-
sential process of give and take rational
and constructive. In the end, we believe
such data will help to secure terms which
will facilitate, rat6er than impede, the na-
tional preservation effort.

ToPIcs FoR FURTHER INVESTIGATION

Having developed guidelines for deter-
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mining copyright status of U.S. mono-
graphs published before 1951, we must
now work out reasonable effort proce-
dures lbr contacting copyright holders
and seeking permissions. We are currently
in the process ofcontacting all rights hold-
ers, and based on our experience we plan
to develop a standard for locating copy-
right holders and seeking permission to
convert protected materials for preserva-
tion and access. Finally, we hope to estab-
lish precedents for negotiating royalty
payment amounts and mechanisms. In ad-
dition, we must address the problem of
copyright on the 339 serial publications in
the core historical Iiterature of the agri-
cultural sciences. Given the complexity of
copyright searching and the large number
that have already been filmed commer-
cially, we are likely to employ a very dif-
I'erent strategz for serials.

The findings reported here were made
#ter intensive analysis of a body of agri-
cultural sciences literature. It would be
interesting to investigate variations by dis-
cipline in the rate ofrenewal ofcopyright.
We hope others will replicate, adapt, and
improve on our procedures in other disci-
plines, and publish the results.

We urge librarians to conduct replica-
tions of our study and to undertake pilot
investigations fbr determining the copy-
right status of other forms of intellectual
property, such as pamphlets, sound re-
cordings, visual arts, maps, and motion
pictures and film strips. Work is also
needed to determine copyright status of
{breign imprints targeted for presewation
and to undertake pilot investigations to
determine the copyright status of other
fbrms of intellectual property, such as

Determining Copyri.ght Status /333

pamphlets, sound recordings, visual arts,
maps, and motion pictures and film strips.
Work is also needed to determine copy-
right status of foreign imprints targeted
for preservation.
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APPENDIXA

SreNpeno oF ReesoNeslE EFFORT

Procedure for determining copyright status of monographs published in the U.S.
before 1950, using the Catalog ofCopyright Entries

Sources Of Copyright Information
The Catalog of Copyight Enties is the ofltcial record of the U.S. Copyright Office The CCE has ben found to
be a reliable tool in determining the copyright status ofa work and the name of the claimant at the time of original
registration and renewal. However, the CCE does not include the addresses ofcopyright holders or any information
about later assignments or transfers of copyrigbt.

The CCE is available in printed form to 1979, after which it was issued in microfiche form only. The CCE is
divided into parts according to the classes ofworks registered (e.g., Books). Each volume ofthe CCE contains
entries for registrations made during a particular year, with the entries for renewals in a sepuate section For
copyright records beginning in 1978, an online catalog is available through LC Muvel gopher://muvel.
loc.gov:70/l I /copyright.

Before commencing a copyright serch process, read Circulat 22 of the Copyright Office "How to Investigate
the Copyright Status of a Work." The Copyright Office has available a series of other useful circulars on various
aspects of copyright Questions about copyright smching can be mswered by the staff of the Reference and
Bibliography Section of the U.S. Copyright Offrce (202-707-6737).

Staffing Level And Logistics
Searching should be done by experienced, accurate bibliographic searchers with knowledge of foms of enny,
corporate authors, and characteristics and vuiations in the foms of nonographic publications. The results of all
semches should be reviewed by a librarian experienced in bibliographic searching.

The "Books" portion of the CCE for 1920-77 tlkes 24 liner feet of shelf space. Efficient smching of a lrge
number of titles requires that the entire set be shelved together in proximity to a table md chair which can be used
for concentrated, quiet searching. Ideally, serching should proceed from the books in hand (or from a photocopy
of the title page and verso) rather than from a list of publications. Results of prior bibliographic smrches (e.g., in
RLIN and OCLC), placed in the books for convenience, cm provide usefirl clues for complex titles.

Procedure
I 0 Works published more than 75 years ago are in the public domain and do not require

copyright seuches.
2.0 Examine the book carefully

2.1 Look for a copyright symbol and date. Lack of a notice of copyright is a fatal
defect, so publications with no copyright notice may be presumed to be in
the public domain

2.2 Look for evidence that the book may be part of a series, multivolume work,
or serial. Smch the appropriate sections of the CCE (e g, pamphlets or
Serials) if necessary

3.0 Search the conect CCE volume indexes under both author and tirle to find an entry
indicating that the work was registered for copyright Ifthere are multiple authors,
search all of them Note that the arrangement of volume indexes varies over tirne.
Ifyou have difFrculty frrnding any copyrighted titles for a year, be suspicious and look
through the volume again to be sure you have found all the indexes.

Ifno copyright registration is found for the year of publication (usually the sarne as
the date by the copyright symbol in the book), search as above in the volume for the
following yeu.

If a copyright registration is found, note the month and year it wm copyrighted
ald the copyright number.

When a copyright registration is found, add 28 years to the year ofinitial copyright and
search the author(s) md title in the renewals index of that year (i e , if a book was
copyrighted in 1922, setch 1950 for a renewal) Ifno renewal is found in the 28th vear,
serch as above in the 27th yeil after initial registration.

If a copyright renewal is found, note the renewal number and the name of the
copyright holder

Have an experienced professional libruian review serch results In this review titles
with the following characteristics should be re-checked in the appropriate volume(s):
1. publishedin multiple editions;
2. corporate or multiple authors;
3 may be part of a serial publication, or may be a pmphlet
Works for which no renewal was found using these procedures may be presumed to be in
the public domain

4.0

5 0
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